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Concert Technologies Receives BICSI CEC Approval for VeriStructure® Training Program
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Concert Technologies Approved as BICSI Continuing Education Credit (CEC) Provider for VeriStructure®
Contractor Training Course.
DULLES, VA, September 24, 2018—Concert Technologies is pleased to announce they have received
approval from BICSI to grant CECs for their VeriStructure® program’s Infrastructure Verification as a Service
(IVaaS) Contractor Training Course.
This eligibility makes the program the industry’s first entity to be authorized to provide BICSI-accredited
training for the verification and documentation of distributed campus ICT infrastructure.
The BICSI CEC program is designed to standardize global policies within the association and enable BICSI
credential holders to maximize their training resources. The VeriStructure® IVaaS Contractor Training course
teaches telecommunications professionals a standardized approach to the verification, documentation, and
maintenance of complex, distributed infrastructures.
“The BICSI approval for the IVaaS Contractor Training Course is a big step towards industry wide
standardization of telecommunications infrastructure asset management and documentation,” said Dennis
Mazaris, CEO and President of Concert Technologies.
VeriStructure® is as a Platinum Award-winning program, honored by Cabling Installation & Maintenance
Magazine (CI&M) for Outstanding Achievement in the Value-Added Program for demonstrating
groundbreaking innovation by the judging panel. The program was also featured as the cover story of the
February edition of CI&M Magazine.
About Concert Technologies, Inc.
Concert Technologies is a global technology rollout company with over 20 years of experience helping
enterprises optimize their IT environments with a wide-ranging portfolio of programs and services. They
offer commercial and government organizations transformational solutions in the planning, deployment,
implementation, and management of nationwide and international technology deployments, ICT
infrastructure consulting, IT asset management, and network structured cabling and wireless solutions.

Their project management methodologies ensure the deployment of cost-effective solutions and drive high
satisfaction ratings from customers, partners, and employees.
For more information, visit www.ConcertTech.com
About VeriStructure®
VeriStructure® is the industry’s first Infrastructure Verification as a Service (IVaaS) program designed
specifically for government, hospital, corporate, and educational campuses, and organizations with multiple
nationwide locations. The program’s standardized processes and scalable design provide organizations with
a cost-effective solution for the creation and maintenance of accurate records for the purposes of
telecommunications asset and infrastructure management, maintenance, and planning.
For more information, visit www.VeriStructure.io
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